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CLEM H. SEHRT, Attorney, pare Marquette Building,
New Orleans, Louisiana, advised that when he was a youth,
his father operated a bakery at 834 North Claiborne Avenue,
New Orleans, Louisiana .
SEHRT stated he worked in this bakery
and one of the bakery's customers was the CLAVERIE family
who resided in the neighborhood, and through his employment
at the bakery he became acquainted with the CLAVERIE family .

Mr . HARRY BODOUR, 4204 Rtdgehaven Road, stated that
he formerly resided at 1509 8th Avenue and resided at that
address for a number of years .
He stated about 1947 or 1948,
Mrs. OSWALD and her small son, LEE, who was then about 7 years
of age, moved into the upstairs of the residence at 1505 8th
Avenue .
Mrs. OSWAID lived there for about six months to a
year .
BODOUR stated that. on several occasions, he had occasion
talk
with
Mr.s . OSWALD wham he was out in his yard, and from
to
these conversations, he learned that she had two older eons
who were off in a military school and that LEE was attending
the first or second grade at the Lily B. Clayton Elementary
Mrs. OSWALD had a job, but BODOUR
School which is nearby .
does not recall where she worked .

SEHRT recalled that the father of MARGUERITE CLAVERIE
was employed as a motorman by the New Orleans Public Service .
Mr . SEHRT advised that he recalled that Mr . CLAVERIE's
photograph was published in one of the New Orleans newspapers
when he retired because of the many years he had worked as a
streetcar motorman .
Mr . SEHRT stated he did not remember the
year of Mr . CLAVERIE's retirement .
Mr . SEHRT recalled that there were at least two
other children in the CLAVERIE family, one an older son
whose name he did not recall who died of tgberculosis many
years ago and a daughter named PEARL who married and subsequently died in the Louisiana State Mental Hospital, Jackson,
Louisiana .
Mr . SEHRT could not recall the identity of the
individual that PEARL CLAVERIE married .

He stated t!a?tt he dial not recall anything else
about Mis. OSWALD or her san, LEE.

11r. SEHRT particularly recalled MARGUERITE CLAVERIE .
He stated she was a very beautiful girl approximately two
years older than he .
He stated that she married an EDDIE
PIC with whom he was well acquainted and shortly after their
marriage, EDDIE PIC divorced MARGUERITE CLAVERIE .
SEHRT
recalled that MARGUERITE CLAVERIE was unfaithful to her husband
and was consorting with an individual by the name of V. J .
KNOBLOCK (PH) who for years was an automobile salesman in New
Orleans.
Mr . SEHRT stated he has not seen KNOBLOCK in years
and does not know whether he is still alive.
SEHRT stated he was a close friend of EDDIE PIC's
as a youth inasmuch as they both attended the S.J . Peters
High School in New Orleans and both played on a local basketball
team .
They were both members of the New Orleans Athletic
Club (NOAC) and played on the NOAC teams,
SEHRT stated that
EDDIE PIC was struck in the eye with a loose lace on a basketball and from this accident he lost the use of one eye and gave
RERRT stated that his frfendshio was with EDDIE PIC,
up sports .
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